Due to the desired non-invasive property, non-data hiding (called media hashing here) is considered to he an alternative to achieve many applications previously accomplished with watermarking. Recently, medii hashing techniques for content identification have been gradually emerging. However, none of them are really resistant against geometrical attacks. In this paper, our aim is to propose a geometry-invariant image hashing scheme, which can he employed for content copy detection and tracing. Our system is mainly composed of three components: (i) robust mesh extraction; (ii) mesh-based robust hash extraction; and (iii) hash matching for similarity measurement. Exhaustive experimental results ohtained from henchmark attacks have confirmed the pelrormance of the proposed method.
I. Introduction
EDIA hashing techniques have attracted much attention Min content management recently due to its non-invasive property. Analogous to media hashing, there exists some synonymous terminologies including fingerprinting, digital signature, and passivehon-invasive watermarking. Their applications are mainly complimentary to copyright protection of watermarking. The majordifference that distinguishes media hashing from watermarking is that the former measures similarity while the latter measures originality. Besides, media hashing is also different from media retrieval in that media hashing is required to resist (either malicious or incidental) attacks.
The previous works on media hashing will be discussed as follows. In 1998, Chang et al. proposed a wavelet-based Replicated IMage dEtector (RIME) [21 to search unauthorized image copying on the Internet. Regrettably, their system's capability is remarkably prohibited from resisting extensive geometrical distortions. In [71, [8] , digital signature has been proposed for image authentication. Lin and Chang [7] created the mutual relationship of pairwise block-DCT coefficients to distinguish P E G compressions from malicious modifications. Lu and Liao [81 built the so-called structural digital signature from the multiscale structure of wavelet transform to tolerate incidental manipulations and reHcct intentional manipulations. However, the ability of resisting geometrical manipulations was a lack of [7], [8] It is obvious from the above discussions that the major disadvantage of the existing image hashing techniques is their limited robustness against geometrical distortions (For instance, resistance to rotations is restricted to very small angles). The main cause lies in the fact that the previous methods did not really deal with the problem of resisting geometrical attacks. Consequently, the purpose of this paper aims to treat this challenging problem seriously. We shall propose a robust mesh-based image hashing scheme for content copy detection, identification, and tracing in a large database. Our major contribution is to achieve robustness against extensive geometrical distortions (e.g., Stir-mark3.I and Stirmark4.0 [9], [IO] ). Although the concept of image meshing has been applied to watermarking [I] , we have taken notice of the stability of mesh extraction that is closely related to the success of intended purposes. In view of this, we have presented a robust mesh extraction method such that it won't be easily harmful to mesh-based hashing and matching. Under this circumstance, the robustness of mesh-based hashing could he mostly guaranteed. Extensive results obtained from henchmark attacks have further confirmed the performance of the proposed scheme. 0-7803-8603-5/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE
The Proposed Scheme
The block diagrams of the proposed mesh-based image hashing system and image query system are depicted in Fig. I and Fig. 2 , respectively. The major components will be described in the remaining paper.
Stirmark attacked Lenna images. By visual inspcction, we can find that several meshes are consistently extracted. These results validate the effectiveness of mesh extraction from thc lowestfrequency subband of an image. 
A. Robust Image Mesh Generation
Extraction of robust meshes plays an important role in our method since it is a prerequisite in resisting geometrical distortions. To generate meshes, the first step is to detect salient points of an image. Among the ubiquitous feature point extraction methods, Harris detcctor has been popularly used. However, the original Harris detector is still not robust enough to be used for our purposes. Thus, we propose to improve its robustness by carrying out it in the lowest-frequency subband of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. Our intention is to filter out noisy points before salient point detection.
Once the feature point extraction process is finished, the Delaunay tessellation can be used to decompose the image into a set of disjointed triangles. Each triangle (called a mesh hereafter) is regarded as the minimum unit for robust hash extraction. The overall mesh generation process is summarized as follows: (i) the original image I is discrete wavelet transformed to obtain the lowest-frequency subband signal, ILL; (ii) the set of feature points P are generated by means of applying the H a r r i s detector on ILL; and (iii) Delaunay tessellation is performed using P to obtain a set of meshes M.
An example of mesh extraction is shown in Fig. 3 , which contains the generated meshes from the original Lenna and its 
B. Mesh Normalization
Once the set of meshes in an image has been produced, each original mesh Mk(E M) will be normalized as M;"" to generate a mesh-based hash Hk, where MYm is a right-angled isosceles triangle with the size of 32 x 32. The aim of normalization is to maintain that all hashes are of the same size for efficient hash comparison. The normalization process is conducted by warpping Mk into M;"" through the processes of affine transform and interpolation.
C. Robust Mesh-based Hashing
Image hashing attempts to transfer an image content to a short sequence while preserving distinguishable features in order to facilitate similarity measurement. In this paper, for each normalized mesh MZ"" its robust hash is extracted in the 8 x 8 block-DCT domain. First, each triangle ME0"' is flipped and padded with its flipped version to form a 32 x 32 block, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . For a pair OF blocks, a hash hit, defined as the magnitude relationship between two AC coefficients, is represented as follows:
where Hk(.) is a robust feature value in a hash sequence Hh. and f i b l ) and fj(p2) are two AC coefficients at positions p l andp2 in 8 x 8 blocks i a n d j , respectively. The DC coefficient will not he selected because it is not helpful in identification.
In addition, the two selected AC coefficients should be at lower frequencies because high-frequency coefficients are vulnerable to attacks. In this paper, p l and p 2 are selected to be the first two largest AC coefficients from the 64 available frequency subbands. We call this feature value H k ( . ) robust because this magnitude relationship between f,(pl) and f j ( p 2 ) can he mostly preserved under incidental modifications. Please refer to [8] for similar robustness analyses. It should be noted that we don't adopt statistical features (e.g., mean, variance, ... ) because they are easy to raise the collision problem. According to Eq. (I) , there are two hash bits generated from a pair of blocks. Therefore, there are in total 2C 240 = lHkl bash bits for a normalized mesh MEom.
D. Mesh-based Marching Metric
In the applications of content copy detection and tracing, HI. Experimental Results In this paper, two major experiments were conducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed mesh-based image hashing and query system.
A. Robustness: Resistance fa Attacks
First, eight color images with different properties (11: Pepper, 12: Lenna, 13: Bridge, 14: Sailboat, Is: Goldhill, 18: F16,17:
Baboon, and Is: Clock) were used to veri@ the robustness of our scheme to two Stirmark benchmarks (versions 3.1 and 4.0). Please refer to [91, [lo] for more detailed parameters of Stirmark. In this test, the original image was used as a query to find out how many modified versions could be successfully detected. The results of robustness verification are summarized in Tables I and II, respectively. In the two tables, each attack's name is followed by a digit, which indicates the number of times that the attack was performed with different parameters. Besides, each field indicates the number ofmodified images that have been successfully identified. Here, N = 3 and T = 0.25, as explained in Sec. 11-D, were adopted. It can he observed that most modified images could be successfully detected except for some exceptions. Several attacked images (obtained from Stirmark 4.0) that were failed to be identified are shown in Fig.  5 for visual inspections. We can observe from Fig. 5 that it is still not easy to correctly extract the meshes from the attacked images involving remarkably degraded fidelities and content eliminations. In particular, severe cropping and heavy noise adding are efficient in breaking the connectivities of meshes and thereby affect the hashes to defeat our system even the attacked images have lost their commercial value. However, compared with the existing methods [2], [3] , [5], [6] , [I I] , it is evident that our scheme indeed achieves promising resistance to extensive geometrical distortions.
In practice, few non-geometrical attacked images (e.g., added
with heavy noises) that are not well detected in the above two tables are due to the destruction of meshes. Thus, the nongeometrical hashes can be additionally appended to the current hashes (and thereby increase the length of an image hash sequence) in order to thoroughly overcome various attacks. 
B. IdenriJication: Searching in a Large Datahase
The second part of our experiments was related to a retrieval problem in a large image database. In this searching system, the database is composed of the so-called original color images (which is composed of the Core1 image database that contains 20000 images and ten traditional images such as I " , Baboon, to be identified for those query images (e.g., Fig. 5 ) that have been severely modified, the detected queries are nearly consistent with those of failed identification in the robustness test. One thing deserves to be mentioned is that no false detection occurs ",,der the employed matching thresholds.
IV. Conclusions
A robust mesh-based image hashing scheme has been proposed in this paper for content management of digital images.
Our system is mainly composed of three components including (i) robust mesh extraction; (ii) mesh-based robust hash extraction; and (iii) hash similarity measurement. The major contribution of our system is to significantly improve the resistance of image hashing to geometrical distortions over the existing methods. We have also demonstrated the use of the robust meshbased image hashing system for content copy detectionhcing in a large database.
Some directions that are worth of further researching are identifiedas follows. First, robust identification ofsmall images is still a challenging problem because it is not robust enough to extract mesh-based hashes from small regions. Fortunately, precious images are usually with large sizes and only attacked images can be of small sizes (may lose their commercial value). Second, although the creation of a hash database can he done in an off-line manner, the matching process within a large database should be further speeded up. Currently, we have not employed any sophisticated skill in this task. Thirdly, as mentioned in [4] secure compression of a hash sequence is an important issue that needs further studying. Finally, it is also interesting to realize the impact of different parameters (Sec. 11-D) on the miss detection and false alarm rates. @) rotated+cropped Baboon (C) cropped Sailboat (d) convolution filtered Goldhill. __.. etc.) while the query image is suspect in the sense that it may be a modified version generated from our database. We have used the attacked images, obtained from Stirmark 3.1 and 4.0, as queries of the database. In this test, it is said that a match is found if the detection condition is defined as the one that at least N = 3 pairs of meshes are found to have BERs lower than T = 0.25. By means of our method, among 1830 query images 1657 originals could be correctly identified (i.e., rank one) while none was falsely identified. This implies that the miss detection rate is 9.5% and the false alarm rate is 0%. Basically, these results reveal that the desired originals are hard
